Never miss any
information
with the world’s
most powerful
NetFlow/IPFIX
exporter

Flowmon
Probe
Do you know who is doing what
and when in your network? With
Flowmon Probe you will never miss
any information about IP traffic
communication. Take decisive actions to
manage and secure your IT environment
with high performance NetFlow/IPFIX
exporters, which support even 100G wire
speed processing.

Flowmon Probe
Traffic monitoring enabler
Flowmon probe is an essential tool for modern network
traffic monitoring. The Probe is a high-performance
appliance providing network engineers with detailed
statistics on network communication in the form of IP
flows (NetFlow v5/v9, IPFIX).
These flow statistics provide detailed and accurate
information about who communicates with whom, when,
how long, how often, how much data has been sent and
much more information from the L2 – L4 layers.
This information is crucial to ensure network
troubleshooting, network capacity planning, peering and
SLA compliance, monitoring of users and devices, network
security and other use cases.
Flowmon Probes do not affect network traffic in any way
and overcome the limitations of generating flow data by
routers and switches. Additionally, Flowmon Probes extend
visibility with network performance and application layer
monitoring which opens up completely new possibilities
allowing
administrators
to
identify
performance
bottlenecks, enhance user experience and deal with more
complex network issues.
Flow statistics are exported to storage for further analysis
by a Flowmon Collector or other NetFlow/IPFIX compatible
application. Thanks to its monitoring capabilities, Flowmon
Probe can resolve up to 95 % of all operational issues in the
network.

Get full visibility TODAY

Outstanding
Performance
Choose from a wide range
portfolio of virtual and
hardware probes for all kinds
of IP networks, even the fastest
100G environments.

Deep Insight
Track every communication
in your network to streamline
troubleshooting and reduce
MTTR. Benefit from extended
visibility across all network
layers.

Built-in Collector
Store and analyse network
traffic statistics from the layers
L2-L4 and L7. Unleash the
analytical power of built-in flow
collector to manage and secure
your IT environment.

No Intrusion
Deploy the Probe anywhere via
broad link layer and tunneling
protocol support. Probes are
agent-less and transparent
appliances with no impact on
monitored infrastructure.

Visit www.flowmon.com to download the 30-day free
trial of Flowmon Probe. Get the full visibility and insight
required to easily control your network.

“Flowmon has literally opened our eyes
over enormous data volumes. Its simple and
detailed control is epecifically designed for
both administrators and managers too.”
Martin Dolecek
Manager of Operations
Seznam.cz

www.flowmon.com

